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NEW QUESTION: 1
Functions are best described as?
A. Self-Contained units of organizations
B. Closed loop control systems
C. Inter-related activities with a defined goal or output
D. A team of IT staff who provide a single point of contact for
all user communication
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
When creating a new user-defined field, what are the three
categories of domains that can be used? (Choose three.)
A. Custom Selection List
B. Predefined Selection List
C. Dynamic Field
D. Standard Field

E. Calculated Value
F. Basic Field (Text, Date, Number, and so on)
Answer: A,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
How is a connection established when difficulties with a
hub-to-hub tunnel connection occur because of a bad password?
A. Clear the SSL cache and cookies.
B. Restart the primary server hub.
C. Create a new certificate and password, and set up the tunnel
again.
D. Paste the original certificate from the tunnel server again,
with the same password.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
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Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
+ Fabric edge node: This fabric device (for example, access or
distribution layer device) connects wired endpoints to the SDA
fabric.
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